
Achieving quality patient care
today means healthcare clinicians
need access to devices that keep

them connected whilst
on-the-move,

and give them secure access
to vital patient information
when they need it most. A day in the life of a clinician

with the Surface Go in-hand

Sanitising your Surface

Surface Go 3 is here

Refresh your fleet with Surface Go and Data#3

The Surface Go – enabling anywhere healthcare

What you need:

7:00 am  |  Handover from night shift

The ultra-portable and versatile Surface Go is a critical laptop for clinicians, 
untethering them from their workstations and supporting productivity and 
efficiency whether they’re bedside, in consulting rooms, on the road, or 
working remotely.

Take a look as we guide you through a typical day for a healthcare clinician
and how the Surface Go is built to support them no matter where they are.

Using the Surface Go in studio mode, our clinician reviews the 
days assignments and doctor's notes for each patient they will be 
attending to today. 

8:30 am  |  Clinical rounds

Teaming up with a colleague – our clinician checks in on the assigned patient 
group – with the Surface Go and Surface keyboard (and protective case for 
improved durability and sterilisation) securely clipped onto the medical cart.

As they visit each patient, the Surface Go is switched to tablet mode as they 
pull up the Electronic Health Record (EHR) to review patient information and 
care plans in a 10.5-inch high definition PixelSense display.

They then take vital signs and administer medication using the keyboard to 
enter accurate information directly into the patients record via the Surface Go.

10:00 am  |  X-rays

Our clinician is using the Surface Go in tablet mode to share 
X-rays and educate the patient on their condition at their bedside.

11:30 am  |  Language barriers

To communicate with a patient who is unable to speak English, 
our clinician uses Surface Go to connect with a remote or digital 
translator and continues the conversation.

12:00 pm  |  Lunch

Our clinician heads off to lunch to refuel knowing the all-day battery 
life means they don’t need to worry about charging their Surface Go 
while away. 

11:00 am  |  Wound Care

To track how patients' wounds are healing over time, our clinician takes 
pictures using the Surface Go’s rear facing camera, importing them and 
annotating the changes using the Surface Pen.

11:45 am  |  Sanitisation, again

Between patients, our clinician has been sanitising the Surface Go. Now 
with rounds complete, our clinician sanitises the laptop once again.

1:00 pm  |  Discharging and admitting patients

With the Surface Go now in studio mode, our clinician is 
discharging a patient, talking them through their at-home care 
plan which they’ll then share with them electronically. They also 
use the Surface Pen to capture the patient’s signature before 
they leave (and sanitises it afterwards). 

4:30 pm  |  Teleconference with specialist

Our clinician needs to follow up with a consultant specialist who is interstate. 
They use Microsoft Teams, a native integration with Windows 11, to easily 
launch a video call to gather information.

6:00 pm  |  Wrapping it all up

Before night shift arrives, our clinician uses studio mode to make sure charts are 
done and any new discharge or admissions are completed before they sign off. 

Preloaded with Windows 11 and even more powerful than its predecessor, 
the Go 3 offers all-day battery, tablet-to-laptop versatility and built-in Microsoft security.

The Surface Go is meticulously designed to provide uncompromising performance 
for the healthcare sector. As Microsoft’s largest Australian partner, Data#3 is the 
go-to partner to support you throughout the entire device lifecycle. 

To learn more about the Surface Go, request a demo, or place an order, 
get in touch with a Data#3 Microsoft Specialist today.

3:45 pm  |  Reviewing charts

A doctor has come by to discuss the treatment of a patient. They 
switch the Surface Go to laptop form as they discuss and review 
patient charts, using the keyboard to take additional notes.

5:00 pm  |  House call

Our clinician takes the Surface Go on the road to perform a routine 
check-up for a discharged patient at home. With the Surface Go’s 
optional LTE, it means our clinician can still access important patient 
records – and with built-in security – can rest assured the patient’s 
data remains confidential.

1. Unplug and power off your Surface Go 
2. Slightly dampen cloth with alcohol solution (do not spray directly 
    onto the device)
3. Gently wipe the exterior, avoiding excessive wiping that may 
    damage the device

Get the complete cleaning guide here.

Isopropyl alcohol
solution 70% or less

A soft lint-free white
cloth – don’t use

disinfectant wipes

Explore Here

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/surface/clean-and-care-for-your-surface-8b3e7e01-f2b7-5854-b7a6-dac2cbf6e104#bkmk_disinfectsurface
https://www.data3.com/knowledge-centre/blog/how-to-pick-the-right-surface-device-for-healthcare-professionals/
https://www.data3.com/microsoft/microsoft-surface-family/#SurfaceEntContact

